Abstract The motion tracking enhancement technique (MTE) is a recently introduced method to improve the accuracy of tomographic PIV measurements at seeding density higher than currently practiced. The working principle is based on the fact that the particle field and its projections are correlated between the two exposures. Therefore, information from subsequent exposures can be shared within the tomographic reconstruction process of a single object, which largely reduces the energy lost into ghost particles. The study follows a previous work based on synthetic particle images, showing that the MTE technique has an effect similar to that of increasing the number of cameras. In the present analysis, MTE is applied to Tomographic PIV data from two time-resolved experiments on turbulent shear flows: a round jet at Re = 5,000 (f acq = 1,000 Hz) and a turbulent boundary layer at the trailing edge of an airfoil (Re c = 370,000) measured at 12,000 Hz. The application of MTE is extended to the case of more than two recordings. The performance is assessed comparing the results from a lowered number of cameras with respect to the full tomographic imaging system. The analysis of the jet flow agrees with the findings of numerical simulations provided the results are scaled taking into account the concept of MTE efficiency based on the volume fraction where ghost-pairs (Elsinga et al. 2010a) are produced. When a large fraction of fluid has uniform motion (stagnant fluid surrounding the jet), only a moderate reduction in ghost intensity is expected by MTE. Nevertheless, a visible recovery of reconstruction quality is observed for the 3-cameras system when MTE is applied making use of 3 recordings. In the turbulent boundary layer, the objective is set to increase the seeding density beyond current practice, and the experiments are performed at approximately 200,000 particles/megapixel. The measurement robustness is monitored with the signal-to-noise ratio S/N for the cross-correlation analysis. An estimate of the precision error is obtained for the turbulent boundary layer case following the peak height of the spatio-temporal cross-correlation function (frozen-turbulence). The MTE approach appears to be essential for the increase in robustness and measurement precision at such seeding density.
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Introduction
Tomographic PIV (Tomo-PIV) is an established threedimensional variant of PIV enabling instantaneous access to the three velocity component in a volumetric domain . Illuminated particles are simultaneously viewed from several directions. The 3D intensity distribution of particles (object) is most commonly reconstructed using the MART algorithm (Herman and Lent 1976) although recent works have investigated faster reconstruction methods (Worth and Nickels 2008; Atkinson and Soria 2009) or algorithms that may further improve the reconstruction accuracy (Petra et al. 2009 ). The particles motion analysis is typically performed by 3D crosscorrelation of the pair of reconstructed objects. In comparison with other 3D-PIV approaches, such as Digital Holographic PIV (Coëtmellec et al. 2001 ) and 3D particle tracking (Maas et al. 1993) , or Defocusing Digital PIV (DDPIV, Pereira and Gharib 2002) Tomo-PIV allows measurements with a higher concentration of seeding tracers (typically 50,000 particles/megapixel), providing the spatial resolution required to characterize the coherent motion of turbulent flows Elsinga et al. 2008; Schröder et al. 2008; Scarano and Poelma 2009 ) also at very high Reynolds number (Humble et al. 2009; Elsinga et al. 2010a, b) . The robustness of Tomo-PIV strongly relies upon a high-precision camera calibration, which is obtained with a digital correction procedure to the sliding target calibration (Volume Self-Calibration, Wieneke 2008) . When compared with planar PIV, the reliability and accuracy of Tomographic PIV strongly depends upon the density of imaged particles on the source (source density N S , Adrian 1991) . Experiments performed in the past years showed that a seeding density such that approximately 30% of the sensor is occupied by particle images (N S * 0.3) can be accurately reconstructed and their motion faithfully tracked by spatial cross-correlation. It is also well known that an excessive particle image density (N S * 1) compromises the reconstruction and returns a low quality factor Q , which results in largely inaccurate velocity vector field. As a consequence, the current best practice suggests that the image seeding density should typically not exceed 50,000 particles/megapixel (ppp \ 0.05).
For a higher seeding density, the main source of error in the tomographic reconstruction process is represented by the formation of ghost particles ), a phenomenon already investigated in 3D-PTV studies (Maas et al. 1993 , among others): spurious intensity is reconstructed at the intersection of lines-of-sight crossing actual particles. Such ghost particles also degrade the intensity field of the actual particles in that the projection of the overall intensity must match the intensity on the images. A consequence of the ghost particles is that they may affect the cross-correlation signal, introducing random and bias errors in the velocity field, as demonstrated in the recent study from Elsinga et al. (2010a, b) . The number of ghost particles in a reconstructed intensity field depends upon several experimental parameters, mostly the number of simultaneous views N C and the seeding particles concentration . Therefore, the phenomenon of ghost particles formation currently represents one of the largest obstacles to increasing the spatial resolution of Tomo-PIV measurements and as such it has received considerable attention. Increasing the number of simultaneous views of the tomographic system may be regarded as a possible solution, provided that the system complexity and costs remain affordable.
The main difference between regular tomography and Tomo-PIV is that the latter is always based upon two or more subsequent recordings of the object (particles field). Although the particles position changes in between the exposures, one may reasonably assume that the same set of particles is illuminated at the two time instants. This leads to the concept of fluid object, that is exploited by the recently proposed, Motion Tracking Enhancement, (MTE, Novara et al. 2010 ), which combines two or more non-simultaneous recordings of the particles for the reconstruction of each instantaneous particle field. The MTE technique was reported to increase in robustness and accuracy of MART-based Tomo-PIV at higher seeding density than possible with the MART algorithm only. In the above work, the working principle of the MTE method and its potential were scrutinized by simulations based on synthetic images, which showed considerable improvements in terms of reconstruction quality. The results also reported a significant reduction in the precision error in the velocity field. Real imaging effects and calibration errors were not taken into account in the numerical simulations. Moreover, in Tomo-PIV experiments, the flow field characteristics are unknown, and the seeding density can be underestimated; therefore, the extrapolation of results from simulations to real experiments remained to be ascertained. A preliminary analysis of the MTE performances applied on data from a jet flow in water at Reynolds 5,000 was also included, showing the potential of the technique in increasing the quality of the reconstruction and reducing the measurement uncertainty.
In the present study, the Motion Tracking Enhancement is applied extensively to two experiments conducted in water and in air flows. The first experiment is a transitional jet in a water flow and the second is a turbulent boundary layer at the trailing edge of a NACA-0012 airfoil. The objective of the work is to provide a systematic analysis of the parameters, such as the number of exposures and enhancement steps, affecting the performance of MTE when investigating turbulent shear flows.
In the present work, it is chosen to evaluate the performance of the MTE technique directly on experiments, where the parameters governing the measurement accuracy are varied following the numerical simulations of Novara et al. (2010) . Nevertheless, when dealing with experimental data, the exact distributions of the scattered light intensity and of the velocity field are unknown; therefore, the analysis of experimental errors becomes less straightforward in comparison with the computer simulated problem. The investigation is conducted making use of reference values obtained from optimal measurement conditions, when available (e.g., using a larger number of cameras). Otherwise, the performances of the MTE technique are evaluated from PIV relevant properties such as correlation signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), or from physical criteria applied to the specific flow conditions (expected shape of the space-time correlation function).
Working principle of the MTE technique
The motion tracking enhancement technique is based on the use of two or more tomographic recordings (sets of projections) in order to enhance the accuracy of the reconstruction of each recording. For double-frame recordings, the exposures are obtained at time instants t 1 and t 2 . Between the two snapshots, particle images are displaced according to the flow motion in physical space projected onto the imagers. The basic idea of MTE is to consider the two recordings as separate projections of the same ensemble of particles, however, slightly distorted due to their motion with the flow. As a consequence, the approach may be able to virtually increase the number of views of the object. Figure 1 illustrates the operating principle of MTE. Consider two particles A and B exposed at time t 1 and t 2 . Their projections onto camera 1 and 2 are given in red and blue for the first and second exposure, respectively. Ghost particles (G 1 , G 2 ) are formed at the intersection of the lines-of-sight corresponding to the particles. During the time interval between exposures, the relative position between particles and ghosts generally changes. As a result, deforming the particle field at time t 2 back into that at time t 1 (an estimator of the particle motion must be available) will make the actual particles superimpose, whereas the ghosts will not ( Fig. 1-right) . If the reconstructed particle field at time t 1 (E 1 ) is then combined with that at t 2 (E 2 ) mapped at time t 1 (pseudo-simultaneous object PSO 1 ), a first improvement is obtained, in fact, the ratio between ghosts and actual particles peak intensity is halved.
A second and more important improvement is obtained when the resulting intensity field is used as first guess in the MART algorithm to reconstruct the first exposure. The ghost particles from PSO 1 (G Ã 2 ) that project onto image locations where the intensity is low (blue dots on the imagers, Fig. 1 -right) will be rapidly discarded. Inverting the order of the arguments, the same procedure can be used to improve the reconstruction of the second exposure.
Knowledge of the particle motion field is needed a priori to deform the reconstructed objects; therefore, the method requires a recursive implementation. In case of timeresolved PIV sequences, the procedure can also involve multiple exposures. Indicating with N O , the number of considered exposures, with E C the coherent (actual) intensity and with E I the incoherent one (ghosts), an estimate was obtained by Novara et al. (2010) of the reduction in the ghost intensity within the enhanced guess E G :
The iterative MTE algorithm can be summarized in a few steps:
1. MART reconstruction of individual recordings; 2. cross-correlation of reconstructed fields to obtain an estimate of the particles motion; 3. evaluation of the pseudo-simultaneous-objects by deforming the reconstructed fields; 4. linear combination of the objects with the relative PSOs to form the enhanced guess E G ; 5. MART reconstruction with object initialized with E G .
The procedure is repeated until convergence of the results is observed; the number of MTE steps will be indicated in the following as N E . A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in the work of Novara et al. (2010) . The performance assessment, based on numerical simulation, proved the effectiveness of the method enabling seeding density three times higher than that currently used in Tomo-PIV experiments. The displacement fields obtained by 3D cross-correlation of the enhanced objects also showed a significant error reduction, with the situation further improving when more objects are employed (time series). Unless specified, results to numerical simulation mentioned in the following are referred to the study presented by Novara et al. (2010) .
Computational cost of MTE
Considering that the data processing associated with the Tomo-PIV technique is already computationally intensive, the MTE method requires even higher computational resources. The combination of MTE with the acceleration techniques proposed by Atkinson and Soria (2009) resulted in an advanced method recently presented by Atkinson et al. (2010) . In the present section, the essential computational aspects are discussed for the MTE technique. The tomographic reconstruction of two exposures and one three-dimensional cross-correlation between the intensity Fig. 1 Left: reconstructed field at t 1 (red) and t 2 (blue), ghost particles in lighter colors. Right: enhanced guess for exposure 1 (displacement field in gray, superscript * indicates reduced intensity, blue dots in the image planes mark the position of back-projected intensity of ghosts from exposure 2 after deformation) fields are needed to obtain a single velocity field. During reconstruction, the MART algorithm is repeated over 5 iterations. The 3D particle motion is evaluated by the volume deformation iterative multigrid technique (VO-DIM, Scarano and Poelma 2009) with typically three iterations of the cross-correlation analysis. Indicating with t MART , the computation time needed for a single MART iteration, and with t CC , the time needed for one cross-correlation iteration, the time required for the Tomo-PIV analysis of N O exposures reads as follows:
where N MART indicates the number of MART iterations and N CC the number of cross-correlation iterations. When the motion tracking technique is applied, the computational cost increases depending on the number of MTE iterations (N E ); in order to analyze the same number of exposures, if 10 enhancement steps are used, the total computational time needed is 10 times larger than the one needed by typical Tomo-PIV. Nevertheless, since the reconstruction process is repeated for each MTE iteration, it has been observed that the MART iteration needed for each MTE step can be reduced from 5 to 2-3 iterations without affecting the reconstruction accuracy of the final enhanced objects. Furthermore, as shown in Sect. 3.1, 5 MTE iteration are sufficient to achieve the maximum improvement expected from MTE.
A possible reduction in the computational cost of crosscorrelation analysis can be achieved if the multigrid procedure (interrogation box size refinement) is stopped at an earlier stage during the first MTE steps and extended to the full range only at the end.
It is estimated that the total computational time increases by approximately a factor 3 when the motion tracking enhancement technique is applied.
A further reduction in the computational time can be achieved making use of techniques such as the multiplicative first guess (MFG, Worth and Nickels 2008) or the multiple-line-of-sight (MLOS, Atkinson and Soria 2009) which have been shown to provide an acceleration of the reconstruction process over more than one order of magnitude.
At present, the computation time required for the analysis of a double-frame recording obtained with 4 megapixel cameras is in the order of 12 min for the MART analysis and 45 min when MTE is applied. The above figures are based on the use of LaVision DAVIS software, using a 8-core XEON PC with 2.66 GHz.
Effective volume for MTE
The efficiency of the MTE procedure in reducing the ghost intensity depends upon the particle motion field. It can be easily verified, for instance, that the ghost particles field produced by particles at rest cannot be reduced by the MTE approach, because the ghost particles move coherently with the actual particles. The same applies for particles traveling with exactly the same velocity. Only the incoherent intensity can be reduced in the process of evaluating the enhanced guess (Novara et al. 2010) . A ghost pair occurs when the relative displacement between the particles producing the ghost varies by less than a particle image diameter d s in the direction normal to the viewing one. A model to estimate the number of recurring ghost particles (i.e., ghost pairs) in subsequent exposures, N Ã g , was formulated by Elsinga et al. (2010a, b) ; the ratio between N Ã g and the total number of ghosts is found to be proportional to l * /l z , where l z is the reconstructed volume thickness and l Ã is the fraction of depth along which the particles displacement varies less than d s .
We generalize here the approach for the purpose of defining a theoretical efficiency for the MTE technique. The volume V Ã is the portion of the total volume V producing coherent ghost intensity. The complementary volume will be that effective for MTE,
The ratio V eff /V provides an estimate of the MTE efficiency g MTE . The numerical simulation produced by Novara et al. (2010) may be regarded as a case with g MTE * 1 because the planar shear divides the measurement volume into slices of negligible thickness with respect to that of the overall volume. As a result, the application of MTE in the above conditions corresponds to a virtual multiplication of the number of viewing cameras N C by the number of considered exposures N O and yielding a system with N O ÁN C virtual views.
For experiments conducted at values of g MTE below 1, the favorable effect of MTE is reduced. A theoretical estimate is given for the quality factor achievable with MTE that takes into account the effective volume. For a given number of exposures N O , the reconstruction quality obtained with N C cameras Q N C MART can be enhanced with MTE to Q N C MTE according to the expected efficiency as follows:
One may easily verify from Eq. 3 that when
MART , yielding the previously mentioned virtual camera multiplication effect. For the experimental conditions produced in the present study, when MTE is applied with 2 or more exposures, the value of Q N O ÁN C MART is very close to 1, which simplifies the evaluation of the relative reconstruction quality in the remainder. The above discussion is conducted under the simplifying hypothesis that the efficiency is a constant parameter only depending upon the flow field. In principle, the efficiency will also depend upon the number of exposures N O , whereby the integral effect of the particles motion causes the ghost pairs to loose coherence, which should further increase the value of the efficiency.
Experimental procedure and results
Two time-resolved experiments are conducted on turbulent shear flows in water and air flows. The PIV apparatus is based on a Quantronix Darwin-Duo Nd:YLF laser (2 9 25 mJ/pulse at 1 kHz) and four Photron Fastcam SA1 CMOS cameras (1,024 9 1,024 pixels, 5,400 fps) equipped with Nikon objectives (f = 105 mm). Details on the jet experiments are reported by Violato and Scarano (2011) , whereas the trailing edge boundary layer experiment is described in Ghaemi and Scarano (2011) . In both cases, the system is operated in single-frame continuous mode to record time-resolved series. The synchronization, acquisition, and tomographic data analysis is performed by LaVision DaVis 7.2 software on a PC equipped with INTEL dual quad-core 2.66 GHz CPU and 3 GB RAM memory.
Time-resolved measurements of a transitional jet
The flow is seeded with 56 microns polyamide particles at a concentration of approximately 0.7 particles/mm 3 . The jet exit diameter is 10 mm and the exit velocity is 0.45 m/s. A cylindrical volume of 30 mm diameter is illuminated from above the jet exit ( Fig. 2-left) . The cameras objectives are set at f # = 32 to obtain focused particle images along the entire depth of the illuminated volume. An optical magnification M = 0.4 yields a field of view of approximately 50 9 50 mm 2 and a digital resolution of 20 pixels/mm. The measurement domain extends from the jet exit up to 5 diameters downstream. The system records sequences at 1,000 Hz. The raw images are processed subtracting the background intensity (estimated with local minimum over a spatial kernel of 31 9 31 pixels) and then the peak intensity is normalized taking the local maximum over 5 9 5 pixels regions. As a result, a background-free image is produced with rather uniform peak intensity for the particle images is obtained (Fig. 2-bottom-right) .
The performance of the reconstruction algorithm, and therefore of the MTE technique, strongly depends on the image source density N S . The latter can be obtained evaluating the number of particles per pixel (ppp) and estimating the area covered by each particle image. The number of imaged particles is systematically underestimated due to the finite probability of overlapping particles. From a numerical analysis based on synthetic generated images a density of 50,000 particles per Mpixel (particle imaged diameter of 3 pixels) causes a 10% underestimate of particles. In order to obtain a more accurate estimate of the seeding density, the illuminated region ( Fig. 3-left) depth can be reduced by means of a knife-edge filter reducing the thickness of the illuminated volume in the Z direction from 30 to 5 mm ( Fig. 3-right) ; the ppp is therefore reduced to 0.0077, where the estimate is considerably more accurate. The ppp (and in turn N S ) for full illumination is then computed detecting the particles in the low-density image and multiplying by the ratio of illuminated volumes. In the present case, the full volume is 6.5 times larger than that illuminated with the slit, which leads to an estimate of ppp = 0.05 for the full illumination case.
Given the particles image density (ppp = 0.05) and the particle imaged diameter d Time-resolved measurement by four cameras shows that the velocity measured in potential flow regions yields a noise level below 0.03 voxels (0.5% V jet ). The jet flow undergoes first a Kelvin-Helmholtz like instability with the formation of vortex rings, which subsequently pair (leap- , the transition to the 3D regime is observed first with azimuthal wiggles in the vortex rings and then with the formation of vortex filaments inclined with respect to the jet axis. The red box in Fig. 4 -left shows the region of flow considered for the present analysis; the reconstructed region extends over 501 9 301 9 392 voxels. A large region of stagnant flow surrounds the jet core (Fig. 4-right) ; as a result, the ghost particles produced by the quiescent particles in the region V Ã ¼ 0:6 V will not be eliminated by MTE. The resulting MTE efficiency is estimated as g MTE = 0.4.
Quality of tomographic reconstruction
For the present source density, given the absence of important optical aberrations, the good image contrast and the application of Volume Self-calibration (Wieneke 2008) , the tomographic reconstruction by MART using 4 cameras provides an accurate estimate of the intensity fields, with an expected quality factor indicated by numerical simulations as beyond 0.9. If the number of cameras is reduced to three, numerical simulations indicate that the tomographic system should reach nearly the same performances of the 4-cameras system when MTE is applied.
Therefore, the result obtained with 4 cameras is taken as reference (E ref ) for comparison with that produced by the 3-cameras (E rec ) system with and without MTE. For such purpose, a relative quality factor Q Ã is introduced in this study as follows:
Figure 5-left presents the evolution of the relative quality factor with the MART updates; double-frame and multi-frame modes have been considered here. Five MART iterations are used at the beginning of the reconstruction process; then, for each MTE step, a single MART update is applied. The improvement is more pronounced when more than 2 frames are considered. The result from N O = 3 clearly departs from the two frames case and increasing the number of frames to 5 yields a marginal improvement, indicating that an asymptotic condition for N O may have been reached. The results reach the value Q Ã % 0:83, which indicates the maximum theoretical value to be expected on the basis of the estimated MTE efficiency (Eq. 3). A 5% uncertainty on the maximum expected value of Q Ã has been included, taking into account the uncertainty in the estimate of the effective volume for MTE.
The improvement of the reconstruction quality can also be estimated without knowledge of a reference distribution, making use of the normalized intensity variance
E. The result is shown for MART and MTE-MART in Fig. 5 -right; r Ã E follows the same qualitative behavior of Q Ã along the updates, indicating the overall improvement of the reconstructed field. Higher values of r Ã E indicate that the reconstructed particle intensity field will be more sparse and intensity peaks of higher amplitude emerge from the background intensity.
The numerical simulations showed that the main reason for the improved quality of reconstruction is the transfer of intensity from the ghosts to actual particles. This occurs because a ghost particle forms at the intersection of linesof-sight which correspond to non-zero pixels. Therefore, the pixel intensity, which is the result of the projected actual particle intensity, is distributed among the actual and the ghost particle during the back-projection operation which is at the base of the MART algorithm. If the ghost intensity is diminished by MTE, the energy is redistributed toward the actual particle positions.
This behavior is qualitatively verified in the experiments observing the reconstructed field in time, which produces particle dots distributed along physical trajectories. A portion inside the jet core is considered, with particles moving uniformly along straight lines and being detected at regular spatial intervals. Figure 6 -left shows the intensity field reconstructed using MART and 4 cameras with 5 exposures color coded by time; several sequences are easily recognized (red to blue). Eliminating one camera, some particles disappear between subsequent exposures and then appear again. This behavior is ascribed to the more frequent occurrence (with respect to the 4-cameras system) of ghost particles which subtract intensity from those actual particles lying along the same line-of-sight. The reconstruction with the MTE technique exhibits a more regular distribution of the particle intensity along the sequence. This specific improvement suggests the possible use of MTE also to improve the reliability of particle motion analysis by PTV techniques (e.g., Schröder et al. 2009 ).
Cross-correlation analysis
Results from three-dimensional cross-correlation are presented in Fig. 7 ; velocity vectors and contours of axial velocity are showed together with iso-surfaces of Q-criterion (Hunt et al. 1988) . Cross-correlation analysis is performed by Volume Deformation Iterative Multigrid Technique (VODIM, Scarano and Poelma 2009) with a final interrogation volume of 40 9 40 9 40 vox 3 with 75% overlap which gives a vector pitch of 0.5 mm. The same correlation settings have been used for each MTE iteration, including the first estimate of the velocity field. Vector validation based on the universal median test (Westerweel and Scarano 2005 ) is applied after each interrogation with an outlier detection rate of approximately 1.5%.
The reference velocity field is obtained by sliding multiframe correlation . The method makes use of four subsequent objects (three object-pairs) and produces averaged cross-correlation signals that significantly reduce random correlation errors. The flow time scale of the present experiment is approximately 30 ms and no amplitude modulation due to temporal filtering is expected with a kernel spanning 3 ms. When MART is applied with 3 cameras, the flow pattern closely resembles that obtained at N C = 4. Nevertheless, the vortex visualized by the iso-surface of Q-criterion reveals a slightly higher noise level. The application of MTE appears less affected by irregularities indicating some degree of noise reduction.
A more marked difference is visible in term of correlation signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 8) . The introduction of MTE yields a generally higher value of correlation signalto-noise ratio, indicating a more robust estimate of the reconstructed particles velocity. Moving from 4 cameras to three introduces a general drop of SN with the maximum shifting from 2.5 toward 2. A three cameras system appears to yield already SN of 2.5 with two objects, which is equivalent to four cameras. Using a triplet objects outperforms the four cameras system, with S/N above 3.
The velocity precision error is estimated by the root mean square of the relative difference to the reference data (multi-frame analysis); results are summarized in Table 1 .
The error is reduced by about 15% when 5 steps of MTE are applied in double-frame mode; the reduction is slightly larger (approximately 20%) when 3 exposures are considered. Results are confirmed by the visual inspection of the time-history of the velocity components in a single point in the jet shear layer, where the discrepancy between the reference case and the 3 cameras case is reduced by the application of MTE (Fig. 9) . It should be retained in mind that the error in this case is also due to finite number of particle in the interrogation volume and does not only depend upon the spurious reconstruction. Moreover, the low value of V Ã limits the MTE efficiency for the jet flow Cross-correlation signalto-noise probability density function for MART and MTE-MART configuration. Therefore, the marginal improvements are expected. The reconstruction from the 3-camera system is already rather close to that with 4 cameras for the present seeding density. As a consequence, the velocity measurement error becomes dominated by the cross-correlation analysis rather than by artifacts introduced in the reconstruction. Nevertheless, it is proven that the trend is consistent with that of the numerical simulations and in this case MTE dose bring some measurable increase of measurement accuracy.
Turbulent boundary layer
The experiment is performed in a low-speed wind tunnel where a NACA-0012 airfoil of 40-cm chord is installed at zero angle of attack. The free-stream velocity is 14 m/s and the Re c is 370,000. Light amplification is provided by the use of mirrors reflecting the beam multiple times forming an extended illuminated domain, Fig. 10 -left (Ghaemi and Scarano 2010) . The depth of the illuminated volume is 8 mm. The imaging system is set with numerical aperture f # = 22. In the chosen reference system, Z indicates the direction normal to the airfoil surface (Z = 0 mm), X and Y are aligned with the streamwise and spanwise directions, respectively. The field of view is approximately 40 9 25 mm 2 in the streamwise and spanwise direction, respectively, and it is located at the trailing edge of the airfoil. The digital resolution is 20 pixels/mm, and the acquisition frequency is 12 kHz.
A fog generator produces droplets of 1 lm diameter; given the present imaging conditions, the observed particle image diameter d s is 2 pixels. Two experiments are conducted at different seeding density; the first one with approximately 3 particles/mm 3 , corresponding to a ppp of 0.05 (example of recorded image in Fig. 10-middle-top) , while the second is well beyond this value, Fig. 10 -middlebottom. Given the relatively small particle image diameter, the seeding density can be obtained by detection of imaged Table 1 Root mean square of the velocity error relative to the reference for MART with 3 and 4 cameras and MTE-MART (N E = 5) with 3 cameras particles for the first experiment. This is not the case for the latter due to overlapping particles. In order to estimate the seeding density, the average intensity over 200 images has been considered; the distribution of average intensity over the image is rather uniform and equal to approximately 20 counts for the low-density case (Fig. 10-top-right) . The same operation leads to 80 counts for the high-density case meaning that the particle concentration in the second case is approximately 4 times higher than the first one, leading to a seeding density of approximately 12 particles/mm 3 (ppp = 0.2). The source density N S is 0.15 and 0.6 for the low-and high-density case, respectively. The latter condition is recognized as beyond optimum for a tomographic system with 4 cameras (Novara et al. 2010) . Figure 10 -middle shows pre-processed images at ppp = 0.05 and raw images at 0.2, where pre-processing is not performed because the background intensity cannot be separated from the signal produced by the actual particles.
The domain is discretized into 890 9 550 9 200 voxels and reconstructed using 5 MART iterations for both the seeding densities; motion tracking enhancement is applied making use of 10 steps, and 2 MART iterations are used for each enhancement step. The effective volume V eff is estimated to be above 90% of the total (g MTE [ 0.9); as shown in Fig. 11 , the investigated domain is in fact completely within the turbulent boundary layer (d 99 = 9.5 mm). The cross-correlation analysis applies multi-grid with final interrogation volume of 24 9 24 9 24 voxels (1.2 9 1.2 9 1.2 mm 3 ). With 75% overlap factor, the vector pitch is 0.27 mm. For the given block size and particle concentration, the analysis counts on average 4 and 15 particles within the interrogation box for the low and high seeding, respectively. The same correlation settings and validation by universal median test (Westerweel and Scarano 2005) used for the final interrogation analysis have been used for the velocity field estimate at each intermediate MTE iterations.
The instantaneous velocity field (raw velocity vectors) is shown in Fig. 12 -top on a data slice 2.6 mm above the airfoil surface. A uniform velocity (80% of the free-stream) is subtracted to highlight the pattern of local fluctuations. Contours of the wall-normal component of vorticity are displayed in the background. The flow pattern returned by the low-density experiment reveals alternating low-and high-speed regions; counter-rotating swirling patterns identified in the velocity vector field suggest the presence of hairpin vortexes (Fig. 12-top left) .
The number of particle tracers present in each interrogation volume appears to be sometimes insufficient for the given seeding concentration, which is revealed by a blocky pattern with rather constant velocity due to the combined effect of signal loss and the overlap factor between neighboring volumes (oversampling). The distribution of cross-correlation signal-to-noise ratio below 1.5 by more than 50% of the measurement domain confirms indirectly the above observation (Fig. 12-bottom left) .
When the experiment is performed at higher seeding density, the results based on MART reconstruction (Fig. 12-middle) yield a similar flow arrangement but a higher level of spurious fluctuations is evident from the vorticity peaks and from groups of vectors clearly out-ofpattern. The signal-to-noise drops further and is close to 1 nearly everywhere, indicating that the correlation signal is largely affected by reconstruction noise. These conditions would typically be avoided for a Tomo-PIV experiment designed upon the MART reconstruction technique.
The motion tracking enhancement is applied to the same recordings making use of 2 exposures by 10 steps resulting in the velocity field and correlation S/N are shown in Fig. 12 -right. A significant increase in the correlation signal (typically a factor 2 with respect to the MART analysis)
indicates that ghosts are largely reduced (S/N [ 1.5 in more than 60% of the measurement volume) resulting in a more robust estimate of the particles motion. Also the measurement accuracy appears increased, with a more coherent velocity and vorticity fields.
A quantitative assessment of the measurement precision is made invoking the physical principle that velocity fluctuations are convected by the flow and their typical evolution time is significantly longer than the measurement inter-framing time (DT = 83.3 ls). Assuming Taylor's hypothesis of frozen turbulence to be valid within such inter-framing time, we can obtain an estimate of the measurement precision error from the analysis of the spatiotemporal correlation function peak height. Cenedese et al. (1991) investigated the validity of this assumption in a highly turbulent flow with the general conclusion that the hypothesis holds valid for large flow structures and small time separation. Following Tennekes (1975) , the Lagrangian de-correlation time scale of turbulent fluctuations for isotropic turbulence is estimated around 10 ms for the present case, which is two orders of magnitude longer than DT. As a consequence, no significant loss of correlation is expected between subsequent velocity fields along a time series for more than 10 exposures.
The space-time correlation function / is evaluated for each of the velocity components. After mean subtraction, the correlation of the velocity x-component between two subsequent exposures separated by a time delay s reads as: / u ðdx; dy; dz; sÞ ¼ P M i;j;k¼1 uði; j; k; tÞ Á uði þ dx; j þ dy; k þ dz; t þ sÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi P M i;j;k¼1 ðuði; j; k; tÞÞ 2 Á P M i;j;k¼1 ðuði; j; k; t þ sÞÞ
where M is the kernel of the considered interrogation volume and s indicates the time separation, and the displacements dx, dy, and dz are expressed in measurement grid units. The displacement of the turbulent structures between two subsequent realizations is also accounted for applying a relative shift between interrogation boxes in the streamwise direction based on the estimated convective velocity (11.2 m/s). The height of the correlation peak, indicated by / max , is obtained as the maximum of the correlation function. Under these hypotheses the height of the correlation peak is expected to maintain unit value, except for the uncorrelated component of the signal, which is then ascribed to the measurement precision error e / 1 À / max À Á , where / max is the mean value of the correlation map peak ( Table 2) .
The mean value of the correlation peak height / max has been evaluated for several values of the time delay between measurements s (Eq. 5), also to verify the validity of frozen turbulence (Fig. 13) . After dropping from unit value (by definition in the origin) to the value of the first sample at s = 83.3 ls, the correlation height remains practically constant up to separations beyond 1 ms. This confirms that the loss of coherence is dominated by uncorrelated noise affecting the velocity field measurement rather than by the evolution of the flow. Therefore, the difference between results obtained at low-and high-seeding density is only ascribed to measurement precision errors. The probability density function (PDF) of the correlation peak height reveals that the measurements performed at low-seeding density are weaker than that at high-density when analyzed with MTE-MART (Fig. 14) . By coincidence, the PDF of the lowdensity case appears to be similar to that at ppp = 0.2 when only MART is applied, which is ascribed to a combination of effects. In the low-seeding case, too few particles are included in the interrogation boxes, and the error is dominated by the cross-correlation noise. In the highseeding case, the information density is higher; but the ghost component affects the result more widely. The streamwise velocity component fluctuations exhibit the highest correlation (Fig. 14-left) . In contrast, the spanwise component shows a less pronounced peak at 0.95 for the MTE analysis and below 0.9 and 0.8 or the MART analysis of the high-and low-seeded case, respectively. The most critical component is w, showing a flat distribution, because of the combined effect of its relatively small range of fluctuations (approximately 2 voxels) and the larger Interrogation volume size used for the cross-correlation of reconstructed object indicated with v S Fig. 13 Mean correlation peak height (/ max ) and mean precision error (e) increasing time delay between exposures for the velocity components and the Q-criterion absolute uncertainty resulting from the geometry of the tomographic system. In conclusion, the MTE analysis of the high-seeding case appears to offer a significant increase in the spacetime correlation peak height. The estimated reduction in the precision error is approximately 40% for the streamwise component and somewhat less for v and w. Instead, at ppp = 0.05, only a marginal improvement is obtained, which is consistent with the above discussion. To make a fair comparison between the low-and high-seeding density cases, the interrogation volume is increased by more than a factor two (interrogation box of 32 3 voxels), which brings the average number of particles per interrogation box up to 9. This condition guarantees a more robust correlation analysis at the cost of a lowered spatial resolution. In this case, the analysis performed with MART yields results an estimate of the precision error that approaches that of MTE-MART obtained with an interrogation of 24 3 voxels. Time-resolved Tomo-PIV is often used to visualize the temporal evolution of turbulent structures in the boundary layer Elsinga et al. 2008) . In the present case, a low-speed region and a single hairpin vortex are selected and tracked in time. A qualitative inspection of the time series at high-seeding density is shown in Fig. 15 . The evolution of a low-speed streak, detected by means of iso-surface of streamwise velocity (U = 10 m/s), along 4 subsequent exposures is presented together with iso-surfaces of W component that indicate the ejection events distributed above the streak. As indicated by the spatiotemporal correlation analysis, the result obtained by MTE (Fig. 15-right) shows a reduction in measurement noise and an increased temporal coherence. The same applies for the vortical structures (Fig. 16) ; a detail of the boundary layer is extracted where a hairpin vortex is convected during four snapshots (total observation time 3.3 ms). The result is presented as a sequence of snapshots color coded in time (red to blue) for clarity. As detection criterion, the Q-criterion iso-surface is chosen. The result obtained with the MART reconstruction shows the hairpin structure, however, embedded in a dense noisy pattern hiding several details of the vortex topology. The MTE-MART analysis removes the noisy fluctuations to a large extent and details such as hairpin legs with two different inclination angles become more clear, resulting also in an overall higher temporal coherence. The latter effect is not ascribed to a different spatial resolution of the MTE-MART since the same size of interrogation box is used for the comparison. Nevertheless, further judgments in this regard could be made examining the energy spectrum of if the turbulent energy fluctuations in the frequency domain, which is not available with the current experiment.
Conclusions
The motion tracking enhancement technique was applied to Tomographic PIV experiments in turbulent shear flows. For the transitional jet in water the analysis with a 3-cameras system is compared with reference results obtained with an additional camera. The application of MTE increases the relative quality of reconstruction as a function of the number of exposures used in the enhancement process. The concept of MTE efficiency has been also introduced along with a model to predict the reconstruction performance increase from MTE. The experimental verification yields an increase nearly reaching the theoretical prediction and the precision error is decreased of about 20%.
In the air flow experiment of turbulent boundary layer, a seeding density of approximately 4 times higher than currently practiced (ppp = 0.2) is obtained. Results show that MTE largely improves the robustness of the measurement increasing the cross-correlation signal-to-noise from below 1.5 to 3. The height of the spatio-temporal correlation function between subsequent time instants has been taken as an indicator of the accuracy of the measurement. Significant improvements are observed in this case, with 40% reduction in the precision error for the streamwise velocity Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
